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After a year of blunt and brutal expression of opinion, it would seem a bit 
strange for this uncouth person to burst forth in a torrent of idealistic sentiment to 
climax this year of feverish activity. Therefore, as I write these final lines, I chose 
to be true to my characteristic puerile simplicity. I finow it will appear unkind, but 
bear with me while I drop a line or two in closing.
I trust the generous student body will pardon me for assuming that the writer 
has been able to make some observations during the year. I must confess that I set 
about quite deliberately to test the extent to which a student might go in expressing 
his opinion. Accordingly, much of the stujf that raped the pages in this instrument 
of expression has been caustic and bitter to the taste—with malice towards none, 
however. I have waited in vain for the anticipated shower of eggs that should have 
been retired long ago, overdue tomatoes, and grapefruit suffering from the infirmities 
of old age. Tfot even the dignified wrath of the administration was encountered. 
Students have been shot for saying less.
It is to the everlasting credit of this institution that an atmosphere of freedom 
of expression has been permitted. It has showed its strength by taking the attitude 
of the big cat that looked with mild curiosity and interest at the mouse that stood ort 
its hind feet and dared the former to fight.
It must be said, however, that the freedom accorded the students of Morehouse 
is a powerful invitation to develop, and not an invitation to carry matters to the 
unsavory and unwholesome realm of Mephistopheles. The invitation to develop and 
grow through intelligent and frank expression is, in the opinion of the writer, one 
of the greatest virtues of Morehouse College. One does not have to venture far to 
discover that freedom of expression is not characteristic of Tyegro institutions of 
learning as a whole.
It is to be regretted, however, that we students have not taken full advantage 
of this opportunity to develop literary expression. It is on this point that I wish to 
leave a final word.
There should be no more accurate index of student thought than the student 
instrument of written expression. It is just as essential to learn the art of such 
expression as it is to learn to speak a language. The things we say might have weight, 
but too often they fail to reach the corners, they are not recorded, they are too easily 
forgotten. It has been wisely said that the pen is mightier than the sword. As far as 
we are concerned, much more than is being done at present must be done in the future 
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ORGANIZED STUDENT ACTIVITY 
By H. J. Battle
Wc are approaching the end of our third year’s expe­
rience. with The Student Activity Committee. The Com' 
mittee grew out of an eifort to efficiently distribute the 
student activity fund among major activities on the cam' 
pus. It was formally organized in 1931 when it became 
the official representative of the National Student Fed­
eration of America on the campus. The pioneers in the 
project purposed to gradually develop a unique form of 
student government. Through the N. S. F. A. the Com' 
mittee has been able to observe the development of student 
government in other colleges. With this observation to' 
gether with experience on this campus gradual progress 
has been made. Among the added functions are the an­
nual publication of the “M” book, and the presentation 
of special attractions with the cooperation of the student 
body.
An eifort has been made to effect a closer union be­
tween the Committee and the student body. A recent step 
in that direction is the amendment to the constitution pro­
viding that each class be represented on the Committee 
instead of the two committeemen-at-large. With this ar­
rangement the Committee will comprise a more complete 
cross-section of the student body. The amendment that 
imposes upon the Committee the duty of seeking to pro­
tect the general welfare of the student body gives the 
Committee an opportunity to exercise its influence in 
various ways in an effort to promote better student life. 
Already under this general provision fall the specific func­
tions of guarding and distributing the student fund, and 
taking the initiative in presenting special attractions. It 
is hoped that more specific functions will grow out of this 
general provision. The amendment providing a vice-presi­
dent for the student body and Committee helps to com­
plete the organization.
As the organization develops there must also be a 
growth in interest and efficiency if the project is to attain 
its goal. It seems very necessary for the success of the 
movement that the student body give precedence to the 
general welfare of the college and the smaller groups 
among students give precedence to the student body. One 
of the greatest advantages of the organization is the op­
portunity it affords the student body to act as a unit in 
putting over worthy projects. If 250 men really support 
a program that they have decided among themselves to 
carry out, there can be no failure. There is need for more 
actual participation in the various activities on the cam­
pus and more interest in their presentation. Every student 
can make a contribution in one way or another. The train­
ing that comes through group action is valuable and in­
creasingly necessary as preparation for work in a more 
thoroughly organized social order.
As the campus conditions are being improved, there 
should be an increasing participation in large movements. 
We are now a very definite part of the National Student 
Federation of America. The work of the Federation is 
rapidly being expanded in an effort to create more interest 
among students in the building of a better social order. 
The foremost project at the present time is “The National 
Institution of Public Affairs,’’ which grew out of a pro­
posal by Mr. McCall at the last convention. The Insti­
tution, self-governing, privately financed, non-partisan, 
and non-political, but enjoying the cooperation of the 
National Administration, will bring a group of 150 or 
200 students, selected from juniors, seniors and graduates
of universities and colleges throughout the country, to 
Washington for a two or three months’ work and training 
period in the functions, organizations, procedure, and 
methods of the federal government. Fundamentals of 
leadership, as related to national affairs, will be' given 
important emphasis in the program. In addition to the 
Washington activity, the Institution will promote through 
the N. S. F. A., the formation of non-partisan Public 
Affairs Clubs at colleges throughout the country. These 
clubs will study the practical operation of government 
and concrete aspects of public affairs. It seems expedient 
that we participate in every phase of this project.
It is interesting to note the changing attitude of mem­
bers of the Federation on the race issue. Very recently 
the N. S. F. A. Middle Atlantic Regional Conference 
went on record against any discrimination against Ne­
groes, and the Southern and Southeastern regions in a 
conference at the University of Alabama voted to abide 
by the decision made at the Washington convention to 
admit Negro delegates to all phases of the next congress. 
The student body of the University of Louisiana voted to 
withdraw from the Federation on account of the stand 
taken on the race issue at the last convention, but later 
that action was rescinded.
There are other local, national, racial and inter-racial 
movements with which we might work. Though I don’t 
recommend membership in the National Student League 
presently, I think we should observe the work of this 
group very carefully.
There is before us, then, a challenge to work coopera­
tively in an effort to improve our campus life and activi­
ties and to further extend our influence in larger student 
movements of the country.
WHAT COLLEGE HAS DONE FOR ME 
By S. Wycliffe Garlington
It is quite obvious that college has not made me a 
Plato, a Shakespeare, a Copernicus, or a Garibaldi. But 
from my college training have emerged four definite 
developments.
First, college has made me realize my responsibility to 
myself, to my family, to my Alma Mater, and to society. 
It has clearly pointed the way to my self-realization and 
has convinced me of my potential importance to society 
and that of society to me.
Secondly, college has enriched my life by exposing an 
exceptional vista—standard in its truth to life, inspiring 
in its wholesomeness and beauty, practical in its lesson. 
Here I have seen the world in miniature. 1 have observed 
many just and unjust activities. I have seen and have 
associated with all types of persons—the serious, the 
jocose, the honest, the dishonest, the intelligent, the unen­
lightened, the clever, the stupid, the neat, the negligent, 
the pedant, the compromising.
Thirdly, college has taken me to the homes of the great. 
I have visited Italy, Holland, Spain, France, England, 
Germany, and America. I have watched Titian painting 
ravishing Venetian ladies with rippling red hair. I have 
seen dozens of radiant forms appear by brush-strokes of 
genius on the magical canvases of Velasquez, Durer, Tin­
toretto, Van Dyck, Rubens, and Rembrandt. I was at 
home with scientists—men like Edison and Steinmetz. I 
was the friend of famous women, statesmen, eminent 
authors, orators, great philosophers, reformers, teachers, 
business men, lovers, and musicians. “I laughed with the
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great laughers, loved with the great lovers, dreamed with 
the great dreamers, saw with the great seers, and did with 
the great doers.” These visits and friendships were made 
through the various reading assignments of my instructors.
Lastly, college has taught me to think constructively. 
That is, my contact with the outstanding personalities of 
the present and past strengthened me for all the battles 
of life by supplying a background and understanding 
which reinforced my self-confidence and built a solid 
foundation of accurate knowledge for me to stand on. 
College equipped me to understand and talk about matters 
of general interest with intelligent, successful people.
Even though college has not made me a Pericles, a 
Liszt, an Aristotle, a Galleo, or a Howard Thurman, it 
did make me a new man, a different personality with 
different ideas, beliefs, desires, attitudes, and aims that 
will enable me to live a fuller and richer life.
difficult, but if in your frantic search you do not find a 
broom, go around to the Ebony Coal Company; I under­
stand they need a couple of truck-drivers.
Good luck!
I. PlTTIYEU.
P. S.: When I come to New York next winter I shall 
look you up, if you give me the number of your favorite 
bread line.-—I. P.
CLASS POEM
OPEN LETTER TO GRADUATES
My Dear Fellows:
Within a few more disturbing days, the President will­
ing and the Bursar permitting, you, armed with a diploma 
signifying that for four years you have decently memorized 
what others have written, you will be set at large upon 
the world. May I stay you for a short moment to offer, 
along with your professors, aunts, etc., what I believe 
is very sound advice?
Now, you are getting a poor start in this thing. Take 
the Bursar for a private example. He isn’t idealistic at 
all. He puts too much emphasis on that root of all im­
moralities—money. While your day of glory is approach­
ing, he is malevolently writing you unpleasant notes about 
your last month’s bill. Then, there is the school itself. It 
pronounces that you must expose yourself to a room of 
piercing eyes in that dark and somber robe. Now, we all 
know that graduation will be your death; but why should 
they maliciously rub the thing in? Let the dead weep 
for its dead.
In your exile, look about for the world. When you 
see it, pounce upon it—before it pounces upon you. In 
other words, beat it to the pounce. It might be a point 
of wisdom, however, before you do too much pouncing, 
to seek out a job. Don’t listen to folk who tell you there 
are no jobs. There are millions of them. Most of them 
are filled, however. Now, your professor has told you 
not to look for a white-collar job. He ought to know— 
he has one. But don’t let that dismay you. Walk right 
into any office, anywhere, anytime; but don’t say any­
thing. Say “good morning” very quietly to the boss. 
Should he storm and tell you to get out, let his words— 
the decent ones, I mean—be things to press you on. This 
is where your college education comes limping in. Look 
about for a pencil on the floor. If one is there, pick it 
up gracefully and put it on the desk. This has been 
known to impress four out of five bosses. If you are 
superstitious, this one will surely be the fifth. But if you 
look and, to your horror and chagrin, find no pencil, don’t 
light a Murad in the man’s office, but grope carefully 
about for a broom. When it is found, hastily and thor­
oughly sweep the floor several times. This done, turn 
bravely toward the boss, a faint smile upon your face, 
and watch his reaction. You will find him completely 
resigned to giving you a vice-president’s position. If he 
particularly likes you, you will be given a chance to work 
up to a janitorship. I don’t want to make this appear
We came like gleaming burnished vessels 
Open to Learning’s gushing fountain
By a side road away from the hustle
From multi-colored life . . . joy and pain.
Sacred walls received their eager wards;
Here . . . sheltered to listen to thee strife
To grow strong against all great odds
. . . Sequestered youth preparing for life.
“Out there” is quite close to us we now know; 
Learning strange nectar opened our eyes
To the cellular make-up of the “show”
Nestling in slime or mounting to the skies
We all play parts in weaving the fabric;
Good . . . bad . . . each has a thread to give
Each spins . . . spindles some fingers prick; 
Awakened youth learning to live!
We aren’t going back by a side road;
Blazing new trails is our hard task,
Strong shoulders are ready for the load—
What shall be our lot? . . . we don’t ask.
Brazen, clashing boastings you don’t hear;
We all will start and all will give;
All will win; trail-blazers know no fear.
Morehouse spirit . . . you’ve taught us to live!
—Charles Clement Gaines.
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SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS CLUB AWARDS 
CERTIFICATES
The Science and Mathematics Club presented its initial 
program of the year to the student body. The program 
consisted of a short history of the club, a musical selec­
tion and the awarding of certificates.
The speaker for the occasion was one whom the student 
body at large knows as a professor and an exceptional 
student. The speaker, in the person of Mr. John C. 
Bridges, presented his speech in the usual, effective man­
ner, touching the highlights of the club.
During the club’s existence such men as Professor 
Bridges, Dr. Nabrit, Mr. Birney, Dr. Lawler, Mr. E. S. 
Hope and many others have done creditable work in the 
field of science. It was through competent teaching and 
a lively science club that these men received the scientific 
impulse of doing creative work.
The certificate of merit was given to members of the 
club on the basis of the earnestness as shown by their 
participation in the club’s activities. The men receiving 
certificates were: Scott R. Barrett, president; John J. 
Epps, vice-president; Haron J. Battle, secretary; 
Cleveland J. Franks, chaplain; John B. Clemmons, 
Huram E. Morrow, Richard L. Perkins, Wilbur H. Sul­
livan, Herman E. Fields, Walton R. Johnson, Paul Ben­
nett and George Shivery. A special certificate was award­
ed Professor John C. Bridges, who serves as critic for the 
Science and Mathematics Club.
—S. B.
STUDENT BODY INSTALLS OFFICERS
Thursday, marning, May 17th, the newly elected officers 
of the Student Activity Committee, which represents the 
organ of student government, were formally ushered into 
office.
H. J. Battle, ’34, president of the student body for 
the scholastic year 1933-34, presided and gave a very 
interesting historical sketch of the Student Activity Com­
mittee. Dr. S. H. Archer, in his characteristic, interest­
ing manner, expressed his hearty approval and apprecia­
tion of the committee’s activities during the past year in 
handling the student activities in the efficient way which 
marked its sojourn and for the persistence with which it 
has won so many decisions. President Archer’s remarks 
were followed by the response of the newly elected presi­
dent of the student body in the person of Thomas Kil­
gore, ’35. Kilgore accepted the challenge which his new 
position holds for him and pledged his sincerity and loy­
alty to the task which lies before him. The simple but im­
pressive exercises closed with the strains of “Morehouse 
College.”
It is gratifying to us as students to know that we have 
student government which is by far more than a nominal 
student government, but which actually suits its purpose 
and provides a vehicle by which the students may carry 
on with enthusiasm the duties of governing themselves. 
We wish to express our appreciation to the administration 
for its verys definitely liberal policy in matters concerning 
student government.
The newly elected officers as they appeared on the plat­
form roster are:
Thomas Kilgore, chairman and representative for the 
Y. M. C. A.
Drew S. Days, vice-chairman and representative for the 
Glee Club and Orchestra.
Roy E. Norris, secretary and representative for the 
Sophomore Class..
John Long, representative for Chi Delta Sigma.
Hobart Jackson, representative for the “Maroon Tiger.” 
Theodore Menchan, representative for athletics.
L. M. Bibins, representative for the Senior Class.
A. E. Christopher, representative for the Junior Class. 
Dr. C. D. Hubert, representative for the faculty.
F. C. Gassett, ex-officio member.
ANNUAL GLEE CLUB AND ORCHESTRA 
CONCERT PRESENTED
Atlanta music-lovers and the students of the affiliated 
institutions were treated to an evening of very good en­
tertainment when on Friday, May 18, the music depart­
ments of Morehouse College, Spelman College and At­
lanta Univeitity joined to present the Annual Atlanta- 
Morehouse-Spelman Glee Club and Orchestra Concert in 
Sisters Chapel.
While falling short in excellence compared with last 
year’s concert, the participating groups exhibited fine 
training and were the recipients of many encores. Espe­
cially was the audience grateful for the superb rendition 
of the First Movement of DeBeriot’s Concerto in G Ma­
jor by Drew Days, ’36, and for the colorful contributions 
of the Spelman College Quartet.
If criticism were in order, it could be said of the con­
cert that not enough place was given to the exhibition of 
individual talent. Quite a few students are wondering 
why place was not given to a contralto solo and a soprano 
solo respectively from two young ladies at Spelman whom 
we know only too well, why two Morehouse men were 
not asked to prepare piano solos for the occasion, and 
why the pipe organ was silent. The fact that our Glee 
Club and Orchestra and the directors do not appear in 
tuxedos and in formal dress is embarrassing and especially 
so when we compare their informal attire with the prim, 
formal habiliments of like organizations in and out of the 
city, and when we have so many visitors. Before this 
article is closed, however, we fee! that disappointment 
should be expressed in that member of the Morehouse 
Quartet who apparently makes it a point to be the menac­
ing factor in the quartet and to whom must go the re­
sponsibility of the quartet’s failure to sing last Friday 
night. Special tribute should be paid to the Glee Club 
and Orchestra which in spite of the youth and brief ten­
ure of most of the members, has perfected a large reper­
toire of varied and different compositions. The complete 
program as presented at the Annual Concert follows:
PROGRAM
Orchestra—March___________________________Weidt
Chorus—(a) “No Blade of Grass Can
Flourish”__________________ P. Emmanuel Bach
(b) “I’ll Turn Back No More”__ R. J'Jathaniel Dett
Orchestra—Symphony in G Minor (First
Movement)__________________________Mozart
(b) Salutation_____________ ,_ _________ Gaines
Spelman Glee Club—(a) “Thy Beaming
Eyes”___________________________MacE>owell
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Morehouse Quartet—“Morning”______________ Speaks
Chorus and Orchestra—Excerpt from Hia­
watha’s Wedding Feast”______ Coleridge-Taylor
Violin—Concerto in G Minor (First Move'
ment) ______________________________ DeBeriot
Drew Days
Morehouse Glee Club—(a) “The Star”_________ Rogers
(b) “My Soul Is a Witness”______________ Jubilee
Spelman Quartet—“Dis Little Light of Mine”—Spiritual 
Tenor—Work Songs of the Negro Boatmen—
“Shaoll’ Water,” "Cabin Boy Call
Willis Laurence James
Mr. James
Orchestra—Two Scenes from an Imaginary
Ballet______________________ Coleridge-Taylor
Chorus—(a) “By and By”__________________ Spiritual
(b) “King Jesus Is a-Listening”___ William Dawson
LAWRENCE A. OXLEY VISITS MOREHOUSE 
The students and faculty of Morehouse College were
accorded a happy surprise upon the appearance of Com' 
missioner Lawrence A. Oxley at the Chapel exercises, 
Friday, May 11. Mr. Oxley is Commissioner of Labor in 
the United States Department of Labor and has been sent 
by President Roosevelt and the Secretary of Labor to the 
southeastern portions of the United States to investigate 
the conditions under which Negro laborers work. He 
addressed the student body very briefly, pointing out the
importance of the college youth’s role in the present 
social order.
Mr. Oxley is Grand Basilius of the Omega Psi Phi fra­
ternity and was the guest of many brilliant social cour­
tesies while in the city, including the annual Omega prom.
EMORY GLEE CLUB CONCERT EXCELLENT
Five Morehouse students attended the Emory Univer­
sity Annual Glee Club Concert and were treated to a 
very pleasant evening of entertainment. Upon the ap­
pearance of the men at the University chapel, they were 
cordially received and given good seats in the audience. 
It may be well to mention that this is not the usual sit­
uation in Southern white colleges and the good spirit 
that exists between Emory University and the Negro col­
leges of the city is indicative of enlightenment on the part 
of our white population.
The concert was excellent and could hardly have been 
surpassed by any group of college men so far as inter­
pretation, execution and quality go, except for the rendi­
tion of the Negro Spirituals group, which was noticeably 
lacking in serious interpretations. The program comprised 
three groups, including sacred music, songs with harp 
accompaniment, nursery rhymes and Negro spirituals, to­
gether with several instrumental and vocal solos. The tal­
ent evident in this group of young men bids fair to con­
tribute appreciably to the future concert stage.
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THEY WERE GOOD!
Morning chapel, Wednesday, May 16, will go down 
in history as having been the occasion for the most sensa­
tional, most heated, most overwhelming, most a-thousand- 
things debate the Morehouse assembly has had the pleas­
ure of witnessing. The Freshmen debated the Sophomores 
on the question: “Resolved—That the several States of 
the United States should enact a workmen’s compensation 
law similar to the one enacted in Wisconsin.”
George “Abraham Lincoln Fred Douglass" Washing­
ton (’37) opened the debate for the affirmative, and for 
five minutes treated the audience to some interesting and 
forceful argument a la Freshman, but very good, contend­
ing that a workmen’s compensation law is necessary. 
“Scipio Webster Octavius” Bryson (’36) advanced a very 
good argument for the negative, contending that the law 
is detrimental to both employers and employees, only to 
incite “Cicero Anthony Alonzo” Jones (’37), second 
speaker for the affirmative, to the zest and sonorous en­
thusiasm with which he defended the Wisconsin law 
upon the grounds that it embodies the principles of a good
workmen’s compensation. John “Edmund Burke Patrick 
Henry” Long (’36) closed the constructive speeches in 
very good stlye, setting forth with the facility of a varsity 
debater the contention that the iaw does not work when 
it is most needed. The rebuttals were equally as inter­
esting.
Both sides defended their points of view with very 
good, logical presentations. The Sophomores, having had 
more experience, nosed out on the Freshmen when it came 
to wit and humor; but that fact only served to uncork the 
TNT in the form of oratorical ferocity held in readiness 
by the battling gentlemen of '37. So we were not sur­
prised when, after Bryson had drenched his opponents 
with patent medicine which he made analogous to the 
workmen’s compensation law, Jones came back to the 
stand, took a deadly aim, fired a tremendous volley of 
oratory at his erstwhile opponents, almost knocked the 
pulpit off the platform in his forensic gymnastics, and 
brought the house down in a panic. But the debate was 
good, and the students left feeling that the chapel period 
had been well worth the sitting. Bravo to the Freshmen 
and Sophomores; may their tribes increase!
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FOUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE, ADVICE. AND 
AUTHORITY 
By W. T. "Big” Jones
"Give me that old Morehouse spirit!” I am sorry, 
gentlemen, but you cannot get it by just asking for it. 
That spirit is just as other valuable things—you must 
seek for it.
There is one problem that has come up in the last two 
years of my college life here at Morehouse, and the solu­
tion to it has not as yet been found. The problem: Is it 
that the present day Morehouse men are entering college 
too young to grasp the spirit within their first two years? 
Or is it true that traditions are dying? Perhaps tradi­
tions don’t mean anything to them. Sacrifice is not 
present to the extent it should be, I am sorry to admit.
Now I know you are saying, "This is against me,” and 
"that is against me,” etc. But when you let things of that 
type enter in and prevent you from doing the things that 
are expected of you, my advice to you is to let go alto­
gether your participation for the sake of the unit as a 
whole and for your sake as a part of the whole. Be men! 
If you can’t aid this unit by participating, please don’t 
try to keep it from functioning by interfering. (Don’t 
forget the two kind of pulls and the one we have chosen 
here at Morehouse.) Play the game because of your love 
for it and the school, and put less emphasis on the praises 
and benefits you are to receive. Cheer up! I know how 
you feel after reading unfavorable reactions to certain 
stimuli. I, too, found things breaking the opposite direc­
tion to my thinking. By being careful and ambitious I 
learned to recognize authority whether or not I thought 
it was right or wrong. And the outcome was favorable.
Profit by all mistakes that were made in the year of 
1933-1934, and remember it’s up to you to carry on.
STREETS
One characteristic of Atlanta which attracts me is its 
streets. I like to stand on the high hill where sits my 
college and see the streets chopping the city up into a 
thousand pieces of varying shapes and forms. They wind 
through the slums ,creep through underpasses and twist 
themselves over and around hills to stretch away into 
broad pavements in open places and lie basking in the 
sun or let the silver beam-brushes of the full moon paint 
moving shadow designs of swaying trees and goblins on 
the pale faces of a million cobblestones. Travel them and 
they will take you to interesting places—through slums 
and by alleys and into the quiet suburbs. They will take 
you to Beaver Slide, where their cobblestones are splashed 
with blood and waste and liquor, the Harlem of Atlanta, 
where emotions run the gamut from the touching pathos 
expressed in a word of condolence hurled across the 
street from friend to friend—in distress to the shrieks 
and screams and some mirth of beautiful brown girls and 
shopworn women fleeing from house-raiding policemen; 
Beaver Slide is a place where joys and sorrows, laughter 
and song, and poverty and racketeering have their heyday 
every day. These meandering streets will dress them­
selves for you and broaden into great thoroughfares 
through exclusive residential sections where at their curbs 
beautiful cars waste at the foot of imposing estates and 
where disinterested nurses air their keeps, pushing fancy 
carriages and dreaming fanciful dreams of elevator boys.
ships, shoes and sealing wax. I like to stand at Five 
Points in the heart of the city where five streets have put 
their heads together to complain of the boisterous traific 
that thunders over them from sun to sun and even when 
they are asleep at night.
Frank B. Adair, Jr.
OH, YOU MOREHOUSE CRITICS 
George Washington, ’37
Well, gentlemen, school is about to close and find More­
house still trying to do something to help the men that 
come to her annually. This has been an exciting year 
for us all. It would take pages to sum up the happenings 
as they have occurred during the year; so I will not un­
dertake such a tremendous task. But I am especially in­
terested in one movement that began on the campus dur­
ing the last semester. I want you to understand that I 
am not assuming any name besides the one that was 
given me when I came to this peculiar world.
You all will recall that a few months ago an article 
appeared in the “Tiger” criticising certain members of 
the faculty. The article was appropriate for the time, 
in some respects it might be commended. It was thought 
that this might end the uproar, but it merely started it. It 
has been said that Negroes are great imitators. Whether 
this is true or not, it was certainly exhibited here. After 
this article appeared in the "Tiger” every person on the 
campus wanted to publish some radical conception of the 
work of the teachers. I realize, men, that we like to be 
prominent, and want to be recognized as some one just 
a little bit different from the average man, but we should 
be careful of some of the radical things that we under­
take to do. Now I am not leaving any one out; I am 
talking about every one, and especially as I am speaking of 
the man who wrote the article concerning the school song.
I have taken due notice of every man on the campus, and 
I have been able to tell very well the men who have what 
we love to call “The Morehouse Spirit.” I have espe­
cially noticed this man, and I have found that his initia­
tive, his interest taken in the welfare of the school is not 
enough to put in words. He spoke about leaving school. 
Yes, let him leave if he has no more school spirit than 
what he has shown since he has been here!
There are other articles that have appeared, but none 
so bad as the one spoken of in the preceding paragraph. 
But to those men who have written any form of article: 
Why not let us see your name? If you are a man 
enough to write them, certainly you should be a man 
enough to sign your name to them. You who have ob­
served these things as we have are able to see the absurd­
ity in such things.
If we would only take time to question our own faults 
before we go to make such radical criticisms about others, 
we would be in a far better fix. But since we have not 
taken time to do this, let us see how much you (the au­
thors of these articles) can improve the faults in your 
school life this coming year.
I have written this article out of a feeling that has 
dominated the willingness to accept the things that these 
auhors have written. And if any one wishes to converse 
with the person possessing the name signed hereon, we 
welcome him, and will refuse to tell no less than appears 
in this writing; but add.
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ABOVE—Cast of the “Merchant of Venice' 
BELOW—Glee Club and Orchestra
THE PUBLIC SPEAKERS, FAIR WARNING 
Dear Sirs:
First, let me clear all doubt away as to who I am and 
why. It might be a relief to you to learn that I am 
not the light-counting Freshman; not the Senior who dis­
turbs you with his slumbers; not the Sophomore who looks 
out into the murmuring trees, and wonders why a spar­
row can get along without chapel; nor am I the master- 
of-ceremonies who must say very splendid things about 
you and sit down knowing full well that you will get 
up and make him out a liar. I am none of these, unfor­
tunately. I am the eager-faced lad who laughed so loudly 
and earnestly at your pale joke, whose answer we sus­
pected long before you arrived at it. I didn’t desert 
you then, when stronger men than I were falling by 
the wayside. No, I sat there goading up a laugh that 
would greet your ears encouragingly and perhaps spur 
you on to a good finish. I am the mad person who, when 
your wandering was at its worse, risked so much that is 
me by kicking the sleeping fellow next seat and whisper­
ing hopefully, “Hot stuff he’s handing us, eh, Kid!” Now, 
I think that there are some admirable points in a man who 
bravely labors like that for a cause—or a public speaker, 
who isn’t a cause, by the way, but a defect.
But there is a turning to everything. And this hopes 
to be one. Before I do anything justifiably rash, I will, 
in keeping with my former nature, warn and advise you. 
If you do not heed my warning, I shall spend my every 
fibre in organizing what shall be boldly called the 'Na­
tional Association for the Sole Purpose of Doing 'Violence 
to Public Speakers, Mice, and Other Unnecessary Plagues.
We appreciate the fact that you prove to us college 
men by your tortures that life can’t always be a bed of 
violets; that you are one of those experiences which 
strengthen us in the end; and that you love humanity, 
but pick a poor way to prove it. And we thank you for 
it, sirs. But let us beg you to give us at least a tiny 
thought before coming on the platform. If you must be 
boring, be brief. You and we know that you’re an un­
avoidable evil, but don’t get morbid about it. That’s 
fate. Be original. Try scraping your feet sometimes. 
This, I assure you, will bewilder us and excite our atten­
tion. Without warning you might begin counting the 
lights aloud. That Freshman doesn’t have a monopoly 
on the thing you know. If these fail, you can always 
strongly rely on something no other speaker has ever 
done: Go to sleep on ms.
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It is rumored that Congress is passing a law that will 
put you in a class with Jesse James and Dillinger. I 
know that this is rootless and untrue. Thanking heaven 
for the rumor, however, I am
Yours dutifully,
U. Nusty Mann.
This department’s intense respect and love for music 
has bred a desire to chant a tune of folk who go through 
the year quietly unsung. We thought first of murmuring 
a word about those stalwart lads who sally forth at night 
(when most of us are neatly tucked in bed, or drinking 
up somebody’s punch at a party); those brave fellows 
who march out into the deep night with broom and mop 
to joust with paper we have torn and strewn about, chew­
ing gum maliciously deserted, and mud some public 
speaker has encouraged us to scrape on the floor. But 
this is a bitter tale; one that would no doubt draw tears. 
And we will not have it so. However, we will strike a 
chord to draw your attention upon two good people who 
dwell peacefully here in our midst. If you’re still with us, 
harken.
Each year Miss Anne Cooke firmly (but decently) 
swears off directing Shakespearean plays for Morehouse 
College, Atlanta, Georgia. The oath is customarily ut­
tered in the presence of a few serious and select disciples 
who look on with disturbed, tear-dampened faces. Men­
tioned disciples are keenly aware of the reasons for Miss 
Cooke’s determined move, and appear to deeply under­
stand her decision. Then, strangely enough, every fol­
lowing year Miss Cooke is found in Sale Hall Chapel 
fervently pleading with some ambitious Thespian to call 
Richard III any decent name save “villyan.” This depart­
ment in its tender moment has always feared for people 
who break vows. So, naturally, it has been concerned 
with and disturbed by Miss Cooke’s annual affair. Let 
it here be lustily sung that we have sprawled carefully to 
the conclusion that the lady has a rooted, undefiled faith 
in these Morehouse men. This faith, Miss Cooke, like a 
number of other things this department mustn’t root up, 
is a beautiful thing we do not deserve, but will accept 
with all the dignity we can muster up. May a saint 
hover above you. Amen.
Miss Cooke is one of those rare folk who sees and does 
things clearly and energetically. A thorny substance in 
the conscience of confirmed inactive dreamers, the director 
of the University Players is a swiftly recognized force that 
has done as much to arouse us to action as any local 
element, save, of course, the dinner bell. A very positive 
unit in our machinery here, Miss Cooke is a rather human 
person who has acquired a deft way of dealing with the 
too serious problems that invariably loom up in a play: 
Those who can’t act and those that can. She is always 
concerned to the point of action about the thread that 
lurks upon your dress or coat, and is most impressive 
when her young-boyish laughter squints her eyes, or 
when, in one of those brief moments when larger minds 
play, she amiably clutches at one‘s throat with those per' 
perfect hands.
Mr. Elmer Barksdale is the next victim we would sink 
a tooth into. A rather modest fellow (about his music, 
anyway), Mr. Barksdale handles the musical scales very 
thoroughly. After the closing of the Passing Show, our
Mr. Harreld dashes back-stage, calling aloud for Mr. 
Barksdale, who, we believe, was in some secluded corner, 
thoughtfully muttering strange things about a chorus of 
fellows who had rent his very beautiful arrangement of 
Water Boy with several bloody daggers. We suspect, 
too, that he was suggesting a few new names for a cer­
tain Mr. Robinson who seemed religiously bent on chang­
ing keys, for no harmonious purpose, in the middle of 
each musical stream. We later learned that our directoi 
of music was searching Mr. Barksdale out to get permis­
sion to use the questioned arrangement in the then near­
ing glee club-orchestra annual concert. Magnificent of 
you, Mr. Director. Take a bow, Mr. Barksdale. And 
since we had to speak of bows, our young composer took 
several earnest ones after he had directed the glee club 
in the Water Boy number, which was done with a decent 
degree of vigor and polish, Mr. “Bear” Robinson behav­
ing himself nicely and singing some very sweet tenor. It 
is violently rumored that when asked why he didn’t 
respond to the audience’s final burst of applause, Barks­
dale very naively confessed that in the confusion and 
heat of the moment he couldn’t be sure whether the au­
dience was ashing him out or daring him.
The Passing Show held up to the light some of Mr. Barks­
dale’s own compositions which, though rather wretchedly 
done by a group of gentle Morehouse artists, spur this 
section into a clairvoyantic sort of mood; a mood which 
inspires us to sagely prophesy that some day, somewhere, 
somehow, we shall read something about Mr. Barksdale. 
Don’t spoil it, now, by asking what.
We are aware that this is the hour of fevered audiex, 
when sleeves are damp with honest tears. But we shant 
even go into that. However, if you don’t get a job this 
summer, we merely as a departmental duty meekly sug­
gest that you take a three-month tour through Anthony 
Adverse. They say it is good.
The Literary Editor.
FOR THE THREE
You should have gone when all the world was wet 
With winter rains, and all the silent snow 
Was melting in the streets; and larks did fret 
About their spring. This is no time to go.
You should have gone when all was wind and weather, 
When dying things were common to the eye.
You could have blown away with any feather 
Caught in the wind.—I cannot brave good-by 
In this our singing season, this our spring;
When all this murmuring music rides the air;
When I would have you, sun across your hair, 
Revelling with me in our little fling.
This is the season life wakes up and sings:
Ghosts have no business with these living things.
II
So let us sit and talk of swine and men,
And leave love in the corner with the dead,
And vow to never raise it up again,
And swear to always leave it quite unsaid.
Then, let us speak of cabbages and kings,
Of hooded monks, and monks without a hood,
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Of knights who rode deep into seas of blood,
For ladies’ roses—and such stupid things.
“My stallion is not well at all today;
He wouldn’t take his sugar.” This from me.
And through the silence I shall hear you say:
“My dahlias bloomed this morning. Come and see.” 
And we shall look and see deep in our eyes 
The swaying houses, built upon these lies.
Ill
And must you come, disturbing one, to prod 
From silent sleep these ghosts I left for dead; 
These ghosts I thought were neatly under sod;
Who now come trooping here about my bed? 
Turbulent lady, why is it you come 
Bearing strange gifts and walking through my door? 
Believe you I heard not that muffled drum,
That sandal meeting softly with my floor?
Have you no other mission; can’t you sing 
Or strike upon the harp or read a play;
Have you no passage you would like to say
From poets dead? Can you do anything
Save raise these ghosts who fill my house with weeping,
I, who was so contented with my sleeipng?
—D. F. S.
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ATHLETIC CHATTER
By H. C. Jackson
The Tuskegee Relays marked the conclusion of sportanic 
endeavors by the Maroon Tiger as it closed its paw on a 
rather eventful year. Four wins and four losses in foot­
ball; seven victories and fourteen defeats in basketball, 
and two third places at Tuskegee are the basic results 
brought about by the many sleepless nights experienced 
by our courageous young mentor, Coach “Tombstone” 
Forbes.
Since this is the final publication for this year, nothing 
would seem more fitting than a complete summary of our 
gridiron, hardwood and cinderpath activities.
The lid was pried off the football campaign down in 
the “Land of Flowers,” when an over-confident Maroon 
and White aggregation succumbed to a weaker but fight­
ing Famcee combine. The final score stood 13-7. The 
Tiger then journeyed to its den and met Benedict, Payne 
and Morris Brown in the order named. The first two 
proved to be set-ups and they were sent home with defeats 
of 12-0 and 18-0 respectively. The game with Morris 
Brown was very colorful and strenuously contested. It 
was marked by all the tradition, rivalry, etc., of previous 
Wolverine-Tiger contests. When the timekeeper fired the 
shot that concluded the festivities, a result of 7-0 with 
the Maroon and White stalwarts on the shorter end was 
history. The 6-0 defeats handed to Clark and Talladega 
were separated by a 26-6 licking administered by the 
Golden Tiger of Tuskegee. Then came the most dis­
appointing spectacle of the season. The lowly Fisk Bull­
dogs in their “hat box” park at Sulphur Dell caught 
“Blondy” Boswell, attempting to get off a kick, behind 
his own goal line and emerged victorious by the lowest 
winning score possible in football, excluding forfeits, 2-0. 
This game entertained a special significance, as Captain 
“Big” Jones, the Monroe Louisiana Express; Curtis 
“Rider” Cage, one of the Texas boys; William “Charlie” 
Booher, a representative of the Gate City; “Josh” Archer, 
the president’s son; and William “Shot” Sweet, the 
Woman’s Home Companion, ended eventful careers and 
fought their last game on the gridiron for “Dear Old 
Morehouse.”
Due to the fact that a detailed summary of the hard­
wood activities would be nothing short of a monotonous 
repetition, the basketball season will be eliminated by 
stating that the team became stronger as the campaign 
progressed as is evidenced by the number of victories 
piled up in the last few games. The victory over Knox­
ville climaxed the careers of Capt. Hamilton, “Duck” 
Davis, “Josh” Archer, and “Teddy” Chenault.
The tracksters that brought back medals and received 
letters as a result of their accomplishments on the cinder- 
path at Tuskegee were Adams, Archer, Dendy, Tabb. 
Widemon and Robinson received two medals, as they 
were on both the relay teams that placed. Widemon as 
the initial runner or starter, and Robinson as the anchor 
man did themselves proud, as they both showed plenty 
of speed, stamina and form.
And thus, we come to the conclusion of this little, in­
significant column. We leave you with a promise to do 
better work next time. Good bye and good luck!
SENIORS EMERGE VICTORIOUS
By H. C. Jackson
In a game which started out as a hurlers’ duel but 
which eventually changed into an erratic slugfest, the 
Seniors took the Alumni into camp by a score of 8-6. A 
rally in the seventh and final frames which produced five 
markers cinched victory and pulled the game out of the 
fire for the candidates for graduation.
Forbes, the Alumni starting pitcher, faced only nine 
men the first three frames. He was touched for three 
runs in the fourth on a couple of bingles and a walk. His 
mates contributed some sloppy fielding in that inning to 
aid the uprising.
The Alumni tallied twice in the fourth, fifth, and 
sixth innings to total their six runs. Sweet, who kicked 
the initial sack for the Seniors, produced the winning 
punch when, with the score tied and runners on second 
and third, he connected with one of “Chicken Charlie” 
Clark’s changes of pace for a clean single over second. 
Both runners crossed the platter.
The game got under way with “Lightning” Curry on 
the mound for the winners and Graham behind the plate. 
The batteries for the losers were Forbes and W. Kelly. 
Forbes toed the rubber and Strickland strode up to the 
platter as the initial Senior batsman. Strickland popped 
out to Forbes, after which “Shipwreck” Kelly Texas- 
leagued a double just behind the keystone sack. The 
potential uprising was nipped in the bud, however, as 
Beavers lined to Nabrit, who caught Kelly off second. It 
was the only twin killing of the fracas—Nabrit to Clark.
Maise was the first man to face the slants of Curry, 
and he was passed. Nabrit and Clark were easy outs, 
however, and Maise was picked off second—Curry to 
Chenault—to retire the side. The next two frames pro­
duced nothing but some excellent hurling. Only twenty 
men faced the combined offerings of Curry and Forbes 
in the first three innings. “Doc” Kelly secured the first 
two hits for the Alumni during this time.
Things began to happen in the first half of the fourth. 
Strickland went out, Forbes to Maise, but F. Kelly drew 
a pass to start the fireworks. Kelly took second on a 
passed ball and went to the hot corner on Beavers’ 
grounder to that bag. “Doc” Kelly, in an effort to retire 
his brother, also allowed Beavers to reach first on a 
fielder’s choice. Sweet singled, tallying Kelly, and both 
runners advanced on Graham’s infield out. “Teddy” 
Chenault came up in the pinch with runners on second 
and third. He punched over second a bingle which 
“Doc” Nabrit barely touched. Both runners tallied and 
the Seniors led 3-0.
The Alumni retaliated in their half of this frame with 
two markers on hits by C. Kelly, Forbes, and Maise and 
Hope’s infield outs. They tallied twice in the fifth on 
hits by Ellis, Clark, and Nabrit. Ellis’ hit was of the 
extra-base variety—a double. Two more came over in 
the sixth as “Josh” Archer made a two-base error on a 
high fly from Mentor Forbes’ stick.
The Seniors went into the first half of the concluding 
inning suffering from a 6-3 handicap. Chenault, first up, 
whiffed. “Chicken Charlie” Clark relieved Forbes on the 
mound. He breezed one up to “Galloping Ghost” Curry,
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who connected with the pellet and sent one soaring over 
“Bill” Kelly’s head in deep left for a triple. Jones 
whiffed. L. Curry reached first on an error and “Ghost” 
came home. Strickland was walked. Kelly, Beavers, and 
Sweet hit safely, and it was all over hut the cheering.
“Doc” Nabrit contributed the fielding gem of the day 
with a wonderful stop and throw of Graham’s grounder 
to retire the side. Forbes and W. Kelly went down 
swinging to start off the last for the Alumni. Ellis hit, 
but Hope went out, catcher to first, and the contest was 
history.
L. Curry went the route for the Seniors, striking out 
seven opponents, walking five, and allowing eight blows. 
Forbes struck out eight, issued one pass, and allowed three 
hits in the six frames he toiled.
Those wielding heavy bludgeons during the day in­
cluded “Doc" Kelly, with two singles; Ellis, with a double 
and a single; F. Kelly, with a double, a single and one 
pass, and Sweet, with two singles.
The receiving department of theAlumni outclassed that 
of the Seniors as is evidenced by the fact that graduates 
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000 222 0—6 8 4
000 300 5—8 7 5
Runs batted in—Sweet (3), Chenault (2), Beavers 
(2), Hope, Maise. Two-base hits—F. Kelly, Ellis. Three- 
base hit—A. Curry. Sacrifice—Forbes. Double play— 
Nabrit to Clark. Stolen bases—Maise (2), Beavers, W. 
Kelly, Ellis, Starr. Passed balls—W. Kelly (2), Graham, 
Maise. Wild pitch—Forbes. Inning pitched by Forbes— 
6 with 3 hits and 3 runs. Struck out—By Forbes (8), by 
L. Curry (5), by Clark (1). Losing pitcher—Clark.
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A model marriage is one in which the wife is a treasure 
and the husband is a treasury.
Mrs. Smith: “My husband talks in his sleep. Doesn’t 
yours?”
Mrs. Jones: “No, and it’s so exasperating. He only 
smiles.
“When water becomes ice,” said the professor, “what 
is the greatest change that takes place?”
“The price, sir.”
“In time of trial,” inquired the speaker, “what brings 
us the greatest comfort?”
“An acquittal,” interrupted a man at the back of the 
hall.
“What is your brother in college?”
“A half-back.”
“I mean in his studies.”
“Oh, in studies he’s away back.”
“Papa, is this a camel’s hair brush?”
“Yes, my child; that’s a camel’s hair brush.”
“Golly, papa, it must take him a terribly long time to
brush himself.”
Wife: “John, is it true that money talks?”
Husband: “That’s what they say, my dear.”
Wife: “Well, I wish you’d leave a little here to talk
to me during the day. I get so lonely.”
Cautious Father: “My dear, if you want a good hus­
band, marry Mr. Easie. He really and truly loves you ”
Daughter: “How do you know that, dad?”
Cautious Father: “Because I’ve been borrowing money 
off him for six months, and still he keeps coming.”
A woman in the suburbs was chatting over the back 
fence with her next-door neighbor: “We’re going to 
live in a better neighborhood soon,” she said.
“So are we,” volunteered Mrs. Next-door, confidently.
“What? Are you moving, too?”
“No; we are staying here.”
“What’s puppy love?”
“The beginning of a dog’s life.”
Auditor: Now, let’s see your pink slips.”
Miss Filing Clerk: “Sir!”
“I wonder if that fat old girl over there is really trying 
co flirt with me?”
“I can easily find out by asking her; she is my wife."
Mrs. Spinkes: “But why did you buy a daschund for 
the children?”
Mrs. Linkes: “So they can all pet him at once."
Merchant: “Look here, you’ve been owing me this bill 
for a year. I’ll meet you half way. I’m ready to forget 
half what you owe.”
Debtor: “Fine! I’ll meet you. I’ll forget the other 
half.”
THE STROLLER
This school year is just about over, and I wish to take 
time here and now to ask of all the flaming youths who 
have been offended in any respect by this column to 
accept my most sincere apology. Will every one just 
this time accept the following as a mere bit of press 
yawning?
I am wondering, and I suppose you’re wondering, will 
S. B., W. McL. and W. M. grace the center aisle of 
some church in holy patrimony? Who knows?
’Tis a pity that W. “Luther” M. had to wait until the 
merry ole month of May to break away from his other 
salf—J. F.
Now, now, M. J., is that nice biting your “frat” 
brother in the back for D. P.?
C. “Texas C., the man from the wild and wooly plains 
of Texas, makes good. J. S. can tell you at what.
“Preacher" H. informs me that “Mexy” H. is not in 
love with him but in love with Yates and Milton’s best 
soda jerker.
Was W. “Shot” S.’s face red in the drug store not 
long ago when R. T. whispered to him that his—wait a 
minute, ask "Sweet” what she said.
Country Boy Makes Good—G. B., the boy from Ma­
con, Ga., has succeeded in making L. T. look at him every 
now and then.—Extra!
The illustrious “Duck” is without doubt brilliantine 
personified, but when it comes to solving love triangles 
he is as blank as a clean sheet of paper.
What’s the matter, “Big-un”? Can’t you and E. M. 
get along?
Miss E. E. at last has “Liver” H. in the palm of her 
hand. Have you noticed how serious-minded "Liver” 
has been of late?
The sophisticated lady, M. A., and F. A., the great 
debater, are so much in love with each other that when 
they walk the street they walk as one.
(—)cy R. T., H. J., “Mexey” H. and G. A., I imagine 
some Atlanta men would enjoy experiencing some of the 
loving that you four so clearly exhibited while in Tus­
kegee.
G. S. is helping M. S. prove that the "Great God” B. 
is merely a bouncing ball to her. In other words, who 
took her to the "Cat’s” dance?
Here’s wishing all of you a happy vacation, and so 
until September I remain scandalicingly yours.
The Stroller.
“My boy,” said the business man to his son, “there are 
two things that are vitally necessary if you are to succeed 
in business.”
“What are they, dad?”
“Honesty and sagacity.”
“What is honesty.”
“Always—no matter what happens, nor how adversely 




“I am sorry,” said the dentist, “but you cannot have 
an appointment with me this afternoon. I have eighteen 
cavities to fill.” And he picked up his golf-bag and went 
out.
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History repeats itself only on a larger scale. Take for 
an instance the little boy who used to wave a red rag 
at the farmer’s bull. He’s now driving a red roadster be­
fore a locomotive.
“Say, Rastus, I thought I told you to get me a domestic 
turkey,” demanded the irritated prospective buyer.
“I did, sir,” came the timid reply.
“Well, what are all these buckshots doing in it?”
“I got them, suh, just as I was jumping over some­
body’s back fence last night with the turkey,” replied 
Rastus.
“Since they have tippers on everything else,” grumbled 
the tired housewife, “I don’t see why they don’t put them 
on string beans.”
“Why the rope around the finger?”
“My wife put it there so I’d remember to mail a letter.” 
“Did you mail it?”
“No; she forgot to give it to me.”
Possible Employer: “But you’re asking for a rather 
high wage, seeing that you know nothing about the work.”
Applicant: “But, you see, not knowin’ the work makes 
it so much harder for me.”
Weatherman: “Put down rain for a certainty this 
afternoon.”
Assistant: “Are you positive, sir?”
Weatherman: “Yes, indeed. I’ve lost my umbrella, I’m
planning to play golf ,and my wife’s giving a lawn- 
party.”
Speaking of famous last words, well, the most famous 
ones are these: “Watch me do 80 miles an hour.”
KCYoure Celling
A COMEDY
to be presented by dohe Storehouse Gollege .Auxiliary
JUNE 4th AT 8:00 P. M. SALE HALL CHAPEL
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
(■Benefit of Store^ouse Gollege Endowment (June)
! Compliments of the !
ECONOMY DELICATESSEN
Wishing the Graduates much good luck as they 
Enter the World
And much good luck to the Undergraduates. 




SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY 
JUNE 3, 4, 5 
BAILEY’S ROYAL
KELLY’S STUDIO
We take this opportunity to thank our many 
friends for their patronage through this year.
If during vacation you desire our services, first 
rememher our address
KELLY’S STUDIO
Phone JA. 7035 239 Auburn Ave.
iS*
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WAlnut 2772 WAlnut 2772
J. L. HOLLOWAY
JEWELER
Watches Diamonds Rings Silverware 
Class Rings and Pins
172 AUBURN AVE, N. E. ATLANTA
NEIGHBORHOOD DELICATESSEN
A Good Place To Eat
909 Hunter Street, Near Ashby 
Phone, Jackson 8739
SERVICE WITH A SMILE
“ O L D . . . A B L E . . . S A F E ”
Pilgrim Health & Life Insurance Company
S. W. WALKER, District Manager
A SOUND MAXIM
Prepare for a rainy day while the sun is shining. Insure with the Pilgrim Health and Life Insurance Company 
and have standard protection. 36 years of uninterrupted progress.
Atlanta Office
MAIN 3061 465'/2 FRASER ST., S. E.
IVEY BROTHERS, MORTICIANS
“The Institution With a Soul’’
Using the latest method of preserving and beautifying the remains of your loved ones.
Expense is a matter of your own desire.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
492 LARKIN STREET, S. W. phonfs (MAIN 2567















The proof of its purity is
in the testing. Twenty-two
scientific tests for purity,
covering every step in its
preparation, safeguard this
drink of natural flavors.
Coca-Cola Co.,
Atlanta, Ga.
IT HAD TO BE GOOD TO GET WHERE IT IS
You Are Always Welcome
At A JACOBS STORE
Serving Atlantans fairly for 55 years
Your Nearest Jacobs







• “A College Store” where students lunch and chat—An enterprise 
vibrant with the spirit of the new university and designed to 
meet student needs—Our lunches meet your budget—For that 
“something different” try our delicious Plate Lunch with Iced 
Tea for 15 cents. We also have a variety of toasted sandwiches.
Let our Registered Pharmacist fill your Doctor’s Prescription, 
while you wait.
We feature a complete line of Cosmetics and Patent Medicines 
at Cut Prices.







GOOD BYE GOOD LUCK
PILLOW COVERS 
PENNANTS
ATLANTA UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 
SPELMAN BRANCH—PACKARD HALL
